Safety Protocol for EICFSC October 14 Test Session
Skaters and coaches, please do not arrive at the arena any earlier than 30 minutes before your
scheduled warm up time. Spectators, parents, chauffeurs, etc., will NOT be allowed into the arena.
Upon arrival, skaters and coaches should each check in with test personnel in the foyer area between
the two sets of doors for the west rink, or immediately outside the foyer. Skaters and coaches should
remain outside the arena until their warm up group is called – during which time they may warm up,
stretch and get on their skates. When their warm up group is called, skaters should enter the arena
ready to take the ice. Coaches must be masked at all times. Skaters must be masked when inside the
arena, except when actually on the ice. During the on-ice warm up, all coaches should coach from the
hockey boxes, except the coach with the first skater to test in the warm-up group – that coach should
coach from the entrance door to the ice. There will be a separate door to exit the rink. We will be
using Rink Music for all music for freeskate programs. Each skater/coach is responsible for playing their
own music and must decide which of them is going to play it. After their warm up is done and while
waiting to test, skaters and coaches may remain in the arena, but should be mindful of, and practice,
social distancing at all times. Coaches may coach from the ice entrance door when their skater is
testing. Upon completion of their tests, skaters should re-mask and skaters and coaches must exit the
arena immediately. Skaters, parents, drivers, etc., Test results and copies of test papers will be
delivered curbside. Skaters waiting for their test results should pull up outside the west lobby doors in
the drop off/pick up circle. Instead of curbside pickup, any skater may choose to have the test results
and papers texted to them at the conclusion of the test session. Skaters who choose to have their
results texted to them should indicate that and provide their cell phone # to the person they check in
with.

